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MSE-003 : BASICS OF SECURITY
Time : 3 hours
Maximum Marks : 100
Note : (i)
Write in Hindi or English.
(ii)
Section - A - Multiple choice questions.
(iii)
Section - B - Short answer questions.
Answer in 100 to 150 words.
(iv)
Section - C - Long answer questions.
Answer in 200 to 300 words.

1.

2.

SECTION - A
Attempt all questions.
10x2=20
For effective key control :
(a) Every key should have a tag of the place.
(b) Every key should have only an identification
number.
(c) Key should be left to the respective
department.
(d) Operative and duplicate keys should be kept
together.
The aim of security is :
(a) Guarding of perimeter
(b) Access control
(c) Total loss Prevention
(d) Control theft and pilferages
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3.

The characteristic of security is :
(b) Aggressive
(a) Static
(d) Secret
(c) Dynamic

4.

At the gate if a worker is detected carrying out
company property he should be :
(a) Handed over to police
(b) Given stern warning and let go
(c) His statement to be recorded and handed
over to the management with recovered
item
(d) Humiliated in presence of co-workers

5.

If the worker refusOd to give any statement he
should be :
(a) Forced to do so.
(b) Handed over to police.
(c) Handed over to the workers union.
(d) Detained and informed the management for
further orders.

TRUE or FALSE :
6.
Duty post standing order is not required in
security operation.
7.
Main gate is vulnerable and important but not
critical.
8.
In physical security a single fence is a structural
barrier.
9. LAG - Lock Alarm and Guard are the adequate
measures for security of business.
10. Private security guard can arrest and detain a
thief for more than 24 hrs.
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SECTION - B
Attempt any four question.

4x10=40

11. Describe the duties and responsibilities of a
security guard deployed at Admin. Block.
12.

What you will ask and check a SG at his duty
post while you are on a checking round ?

13.

What are the essential precautions a night
patrolling party should follow and observe ?

14.

Write the actions you will take on receiving
anonymons telephone call about a Bomb placed
in the premises of your company.

15.

Prepare a checklist of perimeter security under
these three heads.
(a) Fencing
(b) Gates
(c) Lighting

16.

What are the three principles of writing a
report ? Explain.
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SECTION - C
Attempt qny two question.

2x20=40

17.

Prepare a duty post standing order for the main
gate of an Industry.

18.

What are the security hazards in a chemical plant
and how will you handle them ?

19.

Explain the generic security function.

20.

A worker gets severe iDurn injury due to accidental
leakage of a hot water pipe. What immediate
actions you will take ?
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